LIFETIME ADVISING, LIFETIME CONNECTIONS.

Accurate, personal advising is available to all Aggies regardless of when they graduated. Current students participate in learning and networking activities through the PreLaw Society and with Aggie law students and lawyers. They also craft their personal paths to law school with skilled and knowledgeable advisors, exploring academic, experiential and growth opportunities. Aggie clubs at law schools continue to meld the connections with others on the road to becoming an Aggie Lawyer and, ultimately, a member of the Texas Aggie Bar Association.

Aggies who enter law school come from every college at Texas A&M, including agriculture, architecture, education, engineering, geosciences, liberal arts, business, science and veterinary medicine.

SCHOOLS APPLIED TO .............................................. 179
SCHOOLS ADMITTED TO ......................................... 155
SCHOOLS ENROLLED AT ........................................... 75

NATIONALLY, TEXAS A&M IS TOP 8 IN PROVIDING LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS.

TEXAS A&M IS ONE OF THE TOP TWO FEEDER UNIVERSITIES FOR TEXAS LAW SCHOOLS.

AGGIE LAW SCHOOL LEADERS

REYES AGUILAR ’88
Associate Dean, Univ. of Utah College of Law

LIZ CLEARMAN ’04
Associate Director of Admissions, University of Houston Law Center

TERENCE COOK ’96
Assistant Dean, Texas A&M School of Law

LUCAS S. OSBORN ’00
Associate Professor, Campbell University

STEPHEN PEREZ ’00
Law Success Instructor, St. Mary’s University School of Law
**Out-of-State Schools Where Aggies Were Admitted**

- TULANE
- COLUMBIA
- CORNELL
- KANSAS
- WAKE FOREST
- VANDERBILT
- NORTHWESTERN
- LOYOLA
- LSU
- PENN STATE
- USUHS
- YALE
- TENNESSEE
- GEORGETOWN

**Common majors in the accepted class of 2019 were:**

- ANIMAL SCIENCE
- BIOCHEMISTRY
- BIOENGINEERING
- BIOLOGY
- BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
- CHEMISTRY
- KINESIOLOGY
- NUTRITION
- PSYCHOLOGY

**Texas Dental Schools**

- Top two majors with the highest acceptance rate (with at least 10 or more students applying) were

  - BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
  - BIOLOGY

**Acceptance Rates**

- **TMDSAS Schools**
  - **MEDICAL SCHOOL**: 32%
  - **DENTAL SCHOOL**: 39%

- **Aggies '19**
  - **MEDICAL SCHOOL**: 41%
  - **DENTAL SCHOOL**: 49%

**47% of TAMU VET SCHOOL CLASS ARE AGGIES!**

**Medical School:**

- 77% of the Aggie Class of 2019 with a 3.6 science GPA (or above) and a MCAT score of 507 (or above) were accepted.

**Dental School:**

- Overall - 87% of Aggies with a 3.5 GPA (or above) and DAT Score of 20 (or above) were accepted.